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The sharp yet funky electric guitar riff whose sample provides its own rhythmic pulse on '1st & 1st' is equal parts and Malian
groove-think.. There are other elements as well, but they're added for polyrhythmic structure Adorns the drums with all manner
of feedback, blips, beeps, squeals, and ambiences to open up and extend the reach of the drums.

NYC by and Released 18 November 2008 ( 2008-11-18), Length 41: 58 and chronology (2007) 2007 NYC (2008) Professional
ratings Aggregate scores Source Rating 61/100 Review scores Source Rating (6.. With the fluidity of their exchange, you
wonder if they sometimes don't feel the same way.. The final track begins with a sampled kora pulse Its tones become overtones
before even enters and he dances all around them with a series of complex runs on his kit before opening up his attack from the
inside and coming at the string sounds from underneath.. Philip SherburneSimilar ArtistsFour Tet, Jaga Jazzist, Philip Jeck,
Spring Heel Jack, Steve Reid.. Previous offerings by the duo tried to reflect the nature of improvisation and the stretched
dynamics of texture, but that is not the case here - intentionally at least.
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, a New York native who lives in Europe, has always been a proponent of circular rhythm.
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critics had to say about NYC at Metacritic com © 2020 Rhapsody International Inc.

'25th Street' begins with a keyboard vamp, made up of a single chord for to hang his drums on.. KIERAN HEBDEN AND
STEVE REID The Exchange Session Vol Kieran was keen to revisit the kind of intense dialogues to be found in '70s free jazz
duos; Steve liked Four Tet and wanted to engage with modern electronic textures, something he felt had not yet been done well
in jazz.. ×Rhapsody International Inc ArtistAbout Kieran Hebden and Steve ReidYou'd think they couldn't be more different:
one taps away at a laptop keyboard, the other blows a gale-force path through a teetering stack of acoustic drums and cymbals..
Listen to NYCby Kieran Hebden/Steve Reid on Slacker Radio, where you can also create personalized internet radio stations
based on.. His rolls become the assault, but they are transformed into a fingerpopping backdrop in this hymn of ambience.. The
album was released by in November 2008 e10c415e6f 
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